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The Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission was launched in November 2009 within the framework of
the European Space Agency (ESA) Living Planet programme. Over the oceans, it aims at providing Sea Surface
Salinity (SSS) maps with spatial and temporal coverage adequate for large scale oceanography.
A comprehensive inversion scheme has been defined and implemented in the operational retrieval chain to
allow proper SSS estimates in a single satellite overpass (L2 product) from the multi-angular brightness tempera-
tures (TBs) measured by SMOS. Such SMOS operational L2 salinity processor minimizes the difference between
the measured and modeled TBs, including additional constraints on Sea Surface Temperature (SST) and wind
speed auxiliary fields. In particular, by adopting a maximum-likelihood Bayesian approach, the inversion scheme
retrieves salinity under an iterative convergence loop. However, despite the implemented iterative technique is
well established and robust, it is still prone to limitations; for instance, the presence of local minima in the cost
function cannot be excluded. Moreover, previous studies have demonstrated that the background and observational
terms of the cost function are not properly balanced and this is likely to introduce errors in the retrieval procedure.
In order to overcome such potential drawbacks, in this study it is proposed a novel approach for the SSS
estimation based on the ε-insensitive Support Vector Regression (SVR), where both SMOS L1 measurements
and auxiliary parameters are used as input. The SVR technique already proved capable of high generalization
and robustness in a variety of different applications, with a limited complexity in handling the learning phase.
Notably, instead of minimizing the observed training error, it attempts to minimize the generalization error bound
so as to achieve generalized performance. For this purpose, the original input domain is mapped into a higher
dimensionality space (where the function underlying the data is supposed to have increased flatness) and linear
regression is performed.
The SVR training is performed using suitable in situ SSS data (i.e. ARGO buoys data) collected in a rep-
resentative region of the ocean. So far, in situ data coming from a match-up ARGO database in November 2010
over the South Pacific constitute the preliminary benchmark of the study. Ongoing activities point at extending
this spatial and temporal frame to assess the robustness of the method. The in situ data have been collocated with
SMOS TB measurements and additional parameters (e.g., SST and wind speed) in the learning phase of the SVR
under various training/testing configurations. Afterwards, the SSS regression has been performed out of the SMOS
TBs or emissivities. Estimated SVR salinity fields are in general (very) well correlated with ARGO data. The
analysis of the different impact of the various features has been performed once a rigorous data filtering/flagging
is applied, and misfit (SSSSVR-SSSARGO) statistics have been computed.
For assessing the effectiveness of the proposed method, final results will be compared to those obtained
using the official SMOS SSS retrieval algorithm.
